
Pasturn

Skinny Puppy

Aching eyes more blood entail
Shaped how nor why it feels the same way
Mystery is darken on a name is floating on
Though we aren't the same he knows while you wait
Falling over these things

Passing through the light its dark flight
And the light diffracted colder now shadow
Shadow on the shoulder of pain
Being on a myth that could begin
Sodom is saving sodom is destroying
Hate cut by rope burn what's your memo
Uses easy words on world shares
Tell them all these faces burning someone will discard
It's all honesty

What's your name?
What's your name?

What's your name?
What's your name?

Fragrance of your past turn is in white color
Speaking of the burnt out
Shelter that you left me to die in
I wish I could've found hope
Hope is all I needed to explore another day
Returning back to say I cannot do that
I cannot do this anymore
So goodbye

It's a devastation
It's a manifestation of
Of an infestation again

Leaving a spot over and over
Raw skin feel the taste
Feel the weight
Feel the hate
Feel the love
Lost never was

Shot the gun
The walls are burning
There is no sun
A black moon rising
Shot the gun
The walls are burning
There is no sun
A black moon rising

What's become of my own my own life?
Wasted for the lies to be with you
You're the one I see things through
Oh yeah for all we know the door is closed the lights are on
Looks like...
The door is closed
The twin stones



Release the lock I lost a lot
To the place where the sun comes through and hits your face
Changes the light
A light that has gone out in my closet
Close one why not?
Holy remnants whole another time a simple onox
Broken back feel it back
Puked up all lie
If my understanding it's all
The same to you
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